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INTERNATIONAL CYBER: SUMMER 2021 LRECS
Estonia: Eight USNA Midshipmen had the opportunity to travel to Tallinn,
Estonia for a faculty-led LREC that was generously funded through
donations to the USNA Cyber Center. The Midshipmen attended the 13th
Annual International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCON), which
focuses on the intersection of cybersecurity, policy, and international
partnerships hosted by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of
Excellence (CCDCOE). The conference opening keynote was provided by
Estonian President, Kersti Kaljulaid. Many other speakers from across
NATO and industry provided various outlooks from both military and
private sector perspectives on key cyber security issues NATO countries
are facing.
 
The midshipmen also participated in
a Critical Information Infrastructure 
Protection Course hosted by CCDCOE.
Along with the in-depth cyber 
experience, midshipmen also had the 
opportunity to immerse themselves 
in Estonian culture to include visits to 
Old Town, a KGB museum, and scenic 
Parnu.
 

UK: Despite ongoing COVID restrictions, seven Midshipmen spent quality
time in England getting firsthand exposure to the "special relationship"
between the United States and the United Kingdom. In London, the group
was able to visit the Ministry of Defence (MoD), the UK's National Cyber
Security Centre, British Telecom, and the US Embassy.

In Portsmouth, they met Royal Navy cyber entities, toured the new Royal
Navy aircraft carrier, and Lord Nelson's flagship from the 1805 Battle of
Trafalgar—where they were piped aboard and had a rum shot toast to
Nelson's immortal memory.

The trip included a detailed 
walking tour of Bletchley  Park 
in order to get a deeper 
history  and appreciation of 
the UK-USA relationship in 
signals intelligence and its 
direct connection to current 
efforts in the cyber  domain.
Other meetings in London 
were held with former 
directors of 
Government 
Communications 
Headquarters 
(GCHQ), a senior 
member of the 
Security Service 
(MI5) counter-
terrorism center, 
and, in Cambridge, 
the Secret 
Intelligence 
Service (MI6).
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Israel: Also this past Summer, a group of Cyber-focused Midshipmen
expanded their understanding of international cyberspace operations by
visiting Israel for a range of professional development and cultural
broadening. They experienced first-hand the rich and complex history of
the area, specifically as it has evolved and now shapes the region’s cyber
ecosystem.
 
The Midshipmen received executive-level tours of Government and
Civilian cyber centers, where they were able to get a first-hand look at how
Israel handles the nation’s cyber defense, incident response, and how
Israel maintains their cyber-related public-private relationships.
 
To round out the trip, the Midshipmen
attended Cyber Week 2021, a three-day
event that brought together world-class 
thought leaders from industry, government,
and academia. By immersing Midshipmen
in Israeli culture and how it shapes 
their cyber policy, these future Officers
have a unique and deeper 
understanding of how partner nations 
approach cyber warfare, and how 
they can help build stronger relationships
among allies in cyberspace.
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Jeff Kosseff

Huge congratulations to our very own
Professor Dane Brown!  Over 70 individuals
from across the nation applied and
Professor Brown was selected as one of six
coaches to lead a team of athletes in the
inaugural U.S. Cyber Games. The mission of
the U.S. Cyber Games is to "bring talented
cybersecurity athletes, coaches, and
industry leaders together to build an elite
U.S. Cyber Team for global cybersecurity
competition." It is backed by several big
name sponsors.

With his Capture the Flag (CTF) expertise,
he will be the primary CTF mentor on the
coaching team. Over the next several
months, he will help run a combine for 60
elite cyber athletes.  Eventually, the top 20
athletes will be chosen to compete in the
International Cybersecurity Challenge (ICC)
in Athens, Greece in December.

You can view the video of the U.S. Cyber
Games kickoff event here:
https://www.uscybergames.com/news/tag/
2021-combine-kick-off

DEFCON

This summer, Cyber Science was excited to welcome back to USNA, Assistant
Professor Michele Maasberg, Class of 1995. Prof Maasberg spent 11 years as a SH-
60F/HH-60H helicopter pilot before earning her PhD and making her way to
academia. She brings significant operational and academic experience to our
department, as well as an unbridled passion for our mission and teaching/mentoring
midshipmen. Get to know her a little better:

GETTING TO KNOW OUR FACULTY: 
PROFESSOR MICHELE MAASBERG

One surprising fact about you:  I was a
gymnast and a nationally ranked powerlifter at
USNA
Most memorable day/moment so far at
USNA:  Entering a time warp and suddenly
USNA had Internet, air conditioning, coffee
shops, massage chairs, and an option for ‘late’ in
the absence module
Proudest accomplishment:  Serving in Kosovo
Operation Noble Anvil and Operation Enduring
Freedom. 
Last book you read for pleasure:  Dark
Territory: The Secret History of Cyber War
Favorite movie:  Moneyball
What would you sing at karaoke night:  The
Sound of Silence (the Disturbed version)
Very first job:  Lawn mowing

If you were a superhero, what powers would
you have?  Mind reading
Hobbies: Cracking Kryptos K4, sport lead
climbing, motorcycle riding,  chess, travel 
Favorite holiday:  Fourth of July
Favorite vacation spot:  Red Horse Lake in
Ontario, Canada
Favorite family recipe: New Year’s shrimp
Are you related to anyone famous?  My mother
is in the bowling hall of fame; I almost failed
bowling  at USNA.
Best piece of advice you've ever been given:
Never surrender (from a plebe detailer)
If you could pick up a new skill in an instant,
what  would it be?  The ability to find my car in a
parking lot

PROFESSOR BROWN:
U.S. CYBER GAMES

COACH AND MENTOR

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

DEFCON

In August, a group of Cyber Ops Midshipmen represented at
#defcon29. It provided incredible exposure to cyber security
experts from the public and private sectors - exposing
vulnerabilities, asking tough questions, and solving hard
problems. DEFCON is one of the oldest and largest
continuously run hacking conventions in the world.

CONGRATS TO ENS MEACHAM
Congratulations to ENS
Christopher Meacham, Cyber
Ops '21,  who won the Basic
Division Officer Course
Shiphandling Competition. The
shiphandling competition is
where a representative who has
won in the preliminary rounds
from each class compete
against each other to see who
could drive their ship the best in a VR headset simulator. The
scenario for this competition was to come alongside our respective
piers utilizing only one tug. Out of the five competitors that were
involved in the final competition, ENS Meacham made it out on
top. Not only that,  everyone else drove Destroyers since that's
what they will be working on. However, ENS Meacham was driving
an Aircraft Carrier since he will be working on a Carrier.

Our internship program gives midshipmen exposure to cyber operations
within organizations which support DoD/government and/or industry.
Also, it gives midshipmen insight into potential research and Capstone
Project ideas as relationships with internship sponsors have the potential
to continue after the conclusion of the internship. We are thankful for our
government and industry partners that were committed to provide these
opportunities for our students even in the midst of a pandemic during
Summer 2021. The summer 2021 internship offerings consisted of both in
person and virtual opportunities based on the current pandemic posture
of the government or industry sponsor. Our program continues to grow as
new organizations seek out opportunities to host midshipmen, and we
look forward to expanded relationships with industry/government
partners in Summer 2022. 

 

Booz Allen Hamilton, Fort Meade, MD and McLean, VA 
Clarity Innovations, Columbia, MD
Microsoft, Redmond, WA 
GE Aviation, Cincinnati, OH 
Institute for Defense Analyses, Alexandria, VA
JHU APL, Laurel, MD
Lockheed Martin, Moorestown, NJ 
Naval Research Lab, Washington, D.C. 
T Rowe Price, Owings Mills, MD 
ASRC Federal, Moorestown, NJ 

Below are the government/industry sponsors along with the number of
midshipmen they hosted this summer. We expect many more
opportunities next summer.

 Congratulations to 2021 Cyber Ops Graduate 2d Lt Bart Winn, 
the first MIDN to commission into the Space Force.

https://spark.adobe.com/page/6Pu2eDCE2SFca/

ASRC Federal Interns
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https://www.uscybergames.com/livestream-combine-kick-off

